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Let us start with a super  
super cool announce from 
this spring…



Consortium…

Lifeware supports one year engineer  

Schmidt supports one year engineer  

              …to improve Pharo infrastructure



For Pharo 8.0: 4 engineers  
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And we got two new 
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Pharo 7.0 
https://pharo.org/news/pharo7.0-
released 
2142 issues! 

Latest update 7.0.4 : August’19

https://pharo.org/news/pharo7.0-released
https://pharo.org/news/pharo7.0-released


P 7.0 in a Nutshell
64-bit version in Linux, OSX and Windows (preview)  

PharoLauncher 

Totally new build process with full bootstrap from 
sources 

All source on http://github.com/pharo-project/pharo 

Iceberg: git client significantly improved 

Calypso, the angular stone of PharoThings, new 
system Pharo browser

http://github.com/pharo-project/pharo


P 7.0 main points…
Stateful traits 

Streams refactor 

Working directory now is a real working directory 

UFFI has been adapted to Windows 64bit 

“Plugin replacement program”: FreeType done 

Windows 64bit VM closer and closer 

The OpenSmalltalkVM has continued improving in several ways.  

Specific plugins like FilePlugin for Windows



Pharo 8.0alpha



In a Nutshell
Default VM: Headless VM (alpha out) + new FFI non blocking 
backend  

VM builds under control (more tests) - See Pablo’s talk 

Spec 2.0 (alpha out) - See Esteban's Talk 

Rewriting tools to Spec 2.0 (underway) 

Improving refactorings / eCompletion (under way) 

Better tools with Roassal 3.0 (under way) 

DrTests: Infrastructure for Tests: Much more Tests 

Clap: New command line  

Use new block closure (Sista’s back-end) - fixing debugger 

Object-centric debugger (see Steven’s talk) 



We are supporting

… let us have a look



Supporting business
Better 64 bits Windows  

Support for multiple graphical backends 

Better tools and custom points 

Much better UFFI (non-blocking back-end) See Pablo’s 
talk 

Continuously improving (cleans, refactoring, tests)



Addressed
Analysis of File primitives performance on Windows 

Support for multiple windows  

Headless VM (alpha) 

Non-blocking FFI back-end 

Degradation in performance 

Tons of more tests (see below) 

8&7
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Under way for P8
Memory management and command line  

Parallel testing (Checking TaskIt extensions) 

Better refactorings/eCompletion 

Latency (Spotter and completion) large images 

Quality rules on big classes/images 

Spec 2.0 (new layout/widgets/transmission/backends) 

Infrastructure for assembly generation (tests, newlib)
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 Potentially for P9.0
Better GC GC stops 2-3min for fullGC (in large images) 

cmd+dot not working in all cases 

Bloc 

Parallel processing (not just parallel testing, which can 
be resolved at image side) 

More more and more tests for the VM and  

 Cleaner VM 
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Community, docs and more



[ http://books.pharo.org]

        TinyBlog 

        Pharo with Style 

under writing: Spec20, Testing in Pharo, Iceberg, 
Concurrency

http://books.pharo.org


https://github.com/pharo-open-
documentation/awesome-pharo



https://github.com/pharo-open-
documentation/pharo-wiki



Discord server
https://discordapp.com/invite/QewZMZa



Stepping back for a moment



Pharo is  
getting seriously cool!



Iceberg is making us super 
agile and efficient



Plugging are coming :)



Much better Pharo Launcher

Much better support for windows  

New library to call windows 

64 bits 



About the “pharo is moving”…

No my friend, Pharo is massively 

improving


More tests than ever


Much stronger and better process



Constant enhancements



Constant enhancements



Yes you 
really can 

join



Better process: Github @ 
Work

Public and transparent 
Code review / discussion 
Not a single commit without a PR 
Systematic automated validation



Much 

more tests

Much



More low-level tests
Compiler tests (optimised, unoptimised, fullblock,
…) 

UI tests on multiple back-ends 

More virtual machine tests 

FFI marshalling tests!! (yes with libs in C to test)



DrTests is there to get gold 
out (y)our tests 

Better usability 
New test analyses are coming

Architecture for test analysis



Parameterised tests are 
simply gorgeous

Much more tests



More comments and turned into tests 

Verified executable comments!

Validated comments



You can have an impact
With one hour per week… 

Enhance tests 

Discord…  

Add tests 

Review fixes 

Open ***clear*** issue 

Fix simple points 

Make us focus on difficult points 



Pharo is really getting 
seriously productive! 

Give a hand and invent the 
future with us


